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Methodologies
“Taking on the Municipal Challenge”
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Municipal Planning Challenge
●

External and internal influences are many and are ever changing

●

Municipalities often plunge into strategic business and budget
planning without understanding the current state

●

Strengths, weaknesses, risk - lacks review

●

Municipalities often plan internally as silos

●

Information is difficult to capture across departmental lines

●

Priorities are not known

●

Financial state is not well understood
Un-informed planning can be more dangerous than no planning at all!
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Understanding the Municipal Challenge
Population
Changes
Politics

Environment
/Climate
Resiliency

Capital
Growth /
Maintenance

Internal
Review
Specific to
Municipality

Community
Expectations

Technology

Operating
Growth
/Inflation

External Review
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Social Needs
and Issues

Resource
Availability

Budget Strategy
Foundations
for Budget
Strategy

Understand the Financial
State

Understand the
Situation
•
•
•
•

Review
Analysis
Municipal Scan (SWOT)
Link to forecast and priorities
Understand

•
•
•
•

Review
Analysis
3 year forecast
5 year capital plan
Understand
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Understand Priorities

•
•
•
•

Strategic planning
Master planning
Business planning
Priority review (PBB)
Understand

Municipal Scan

Planning Linkage = Success
What do residents want?

Challenges to deliver services

●

Linkage - plans, processes and
leading documents all need to
interact

●

Interaction leads to
communication, achievement of
goals and accountability

Strengths and Weaknesses
Strategic Plan
Business Plan
Budget

Action Plans
(Project Plans/Initiatives)

Reporting
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Understanding Municipal Value
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Municipalities - Essential Services 24/7
Roads

Police

Transit

Fire

Essential Services
Parks

Recreation

Culture

People Support

Community Value
Programs and Services

➢ What is more important than where we live?

(home, family, work, health, prosperity)

➢ Municipal government is the most impactful business in the world for people’s
quality of life!
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Municipal Service Equation
● Municipalities are in the “quality of life” business providing value for taxes, rates,
fees and charges.
● Hundreds of critical and quality of life services are delivered each day and are
supported by the operating budget.

Services

Quality of Life
Taxes,
Utility Rates,
Fees &
Charges
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Municipal Taxes – Generating
Value Everyday
Protect Residents
Fire and ambulance services,
police services, traffic safety
measures

Increase Quality of Life
Culture, history, community events

Provide Transportation
Build and maintain roads,
sidewalks, trails and public
transit

Support Community Economics
Local business attraction,
economic sustainability
planning

Promote Health and Wellness
Fitness facilities, hockey arenas,
pools, sports fields, family and
individual support

Facilitate Positive Growth
Land use planning, MDP,
development negotiations, plan
for growth infrastructure, project
management

Create Community Beauty
Cut grass, maintain trees,
weed control, maintain
infrastructure, public art

Provide Transparency
Effective and timely reporting
and communication
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Ensure Financial Sustainability
Financial policy and controls, long
term financial planning, quality
reporting

Facilitate Planning for the Future
Strategic planning, master plans,
long term capital plan, budgeting

Foster Sustainability
Green initiatives, climate
mitigation

Protect Community Assets
Asset management, long-term
capital planning and
infrastructure maintenance

Municipal Tax Dollar Value – “The Competition”
“A Comparative View”

What does $174/month get you?

Municipal Services
Average Residential Property in
the Town of Bloomville = $300,000

$300,000 x .006972441 = $2,091
($174.25 per month)
3% tax dollar increase = $62.73 year

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Snow removal
Fire & Emergency
Transit
Playgrounds
Noise control
Ball diamonds
Safe roads
Libraries
Community events
Policing
Animal control
Path/trails
Hockey rinks
Counselling services
Grass cutting
Swimming pools
Pest/weed control
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Monthly Cable + Internet
or
Fancy Dinner for 2
or
Heating + Power Bill

VS

or
Weekly Groceries
or

Monthly Insurance
or
Family Movie Night

a Day
●

No running water for the essentials of life

●

No traffic lights or stop signs to mitigate accidents

●

No recreation facilities for families to promote health and wellness

●

No road maintenance or snow clearing to get communities moving

●

No grass cutting or vegetation maintenance for community beauty

●

No police or fire support to keep people safe

●

No planning for the future sustainability of your community
Municipalities are critical for resident quality of life!
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Municipal Scan
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Population
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Municipal
Scan
Framework
Factors

Politics

Environment
/Climate
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Social Needs
and Issues

Resource
Availability

What is a Municipal Scan?
A systematic process that facilitates a municipality through a review of
external and internal factors specific to municipalities collecting strategic
information and gaining insight into the organization’s current state,

opportunities, challenges and risks while creating an informed foundation
that flows into annual budgets, multi year operating plans, capital plans,
business and strategic plans and public communication.
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Municipal Scan Value
1.

Quickly identifies opportunities and challenges

2.

Recognizes and allows for the structural complexity of municipalities

3.

Focuses information gathering on specific operational factors key to municipal
success

4.

Reduces silo thinking as barriers are removed with the consolidation of
information for corporate review
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Municipal Scan Value
5.

Consolidates identified department challenges, noting common themes and
synergy

6.

Provides a comprehensive understanding of a multitude of issues in a
manageable way for municipal leaders

7.

Enhances municipal leaders’ ability to make informed decisions

8.

Improves communication between departments, administration and Council
and the public.
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Forecasting
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Why Long Term Financial Planning?
GFOA best practice: Long Term Financial Planning Framework
●

Combines financial forecasting with strategizing.

●

Process of projecting revenues and expenditures over a long-term period, using assumptions about economic
conditions, future spending scenarios, and other key inputs.

●

Process of aligning financial capacity with long-term service objectives.

●

Provides insight into future financial capacity so strategies can be developed to achieve long-term sustainability in
light of the government's service objectives and financial challenges.

●

●

Stimulates discussion and initiates a long-range perspective for decision makers.
It can be used as a tool to prevent financial challenges; it stimulates long-term and strategic thinking; it can give
consensus on long-term financial direction; and it is useful for communications with i
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Forecasting Process
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

• Define revenue and expenditure groupings
• Determine and validate revenue and expense drivers
• State and validate forecast assumptions

• Complete forecast
• Complete sensitivity analysis
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Operating 3 Year Forecast
Assumptions must
be reviewed and
“what if” analysis
perimeters must
be incorporated

Incorporates
growth, inflation
and service
changes,
operating impact
of capital

Includes a
Municipal Price
Index (MPI)
analysis

Forecasting

Identifies specific
issues in each
department that
may have a
financial impact

Forecasts both
revenue and
expense
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Forecasting Overview
➢

Forecasting is a projection, NOT a budget!!!

➢

Forecasting identifies how the revenues and expenditures will behave in the future incorporating the
outcomes from the Bloom municipal scan.

➢

Once incorporated, the goal is to identify any structural imbalances and funding gaps.

➢

Forecasting is about developing strategies, actions and policies to balance revenues and expenses over
the short and long-term.

➢

The goal is to first develop a “baseline forecast” based on Council’s currently approved/accepted
services and service levels, and existing policy decisions and directions.

➢

Changes should be identified/proposed as part of the financial strategy development.
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Forecast Drivers

2020 Budget

Inflation

Growth

Service Changes

Other

2021 Plan

2021 Plan

Inflation

Growth

Service Changes

Other

2022 Plan

2022 Plan

Inflation

Growth

Service Changes

Other

2023 Plan
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Capital Planning Inputs
Environmental Sustainability
(Natural Assets)
Infrastructure Masterplans
MGA and Legislative
Requirements
Community Wants and
Needs

Strategic Planning

Priorities
Long Term
Capital Plan

&
Decisions

TCA Principles
Asset Management
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Capital Budget

Streams of Capital
Needs and Wants
Development Growth

Roads, Water Sewer

Service Growth

Fire, Transit, Police, Recreation

Maintenance of Infrastructure

Road Overlays, Sidewalk Repair,
Major Facility

Capital Replacement

Roof Replacements, Vehicles,
Equipment

Value Add

Culture Facilities, Skateparks,
Gymnastics Centres

Green Infrastructure

Community Energy, Solar Panels,
Green Transit
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Priority Based Budgeting
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Priority Based Direction, Rating, Planning
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Methodology of PBB
●

PBB methodology allows budgets to be
developed with a priority foundation and
identifies:
1.

What are the priorities for the community?

2.

What programs/services are provided?

3.

What do the programs/services cost?

4.

What attributes are important for rating
programs?

5.

How resources will be allocated to priority
areas?
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PBB Advantage
Links Council vision and goals (Strategic Plan) to service priorities. A process that links Council priorities to:
a) Administrative plans (business planning)
b) Tangible action (budget)

Increase positive public communication/engagement. By increasing resident awareness of everyday
services, the understanding of value for taxes is enhanced.
Positive effect on organizational culture. Staff are more aware of the positive impact they have on resident
quality of life. This awareness contributes to inspiration and motivation.
Clarifies current organizational challenges and opportunities in the context of long-term strategic goals. The
Municipal Bloom Scan© annually illuminates and crystalizes challenges to overcome and opportunities to
pursue (4 year, and 25-year goals and vision).
Evidence based decisions. Processes do not make decisions, people do. PBB tools inform decision makers
with relevant evidence for better decision making.
a) Bloom Scan© results
b) 3 year operating and 5-year capital forecasts and funding challenges
c) Priority menu (service identified and prioritized)
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PBB Advantage
Question Past Patterns of Spending: An incremental budget process does not seriously question the
spending decisions made in years past. The priority-driven budget process puts all the money on the table
to encourage more creative conversations about services.
Spend within the Organization’s Means: Priority Based Budgeting starts with the revenue available to the
government, rather than last year’s expenditures, as the basis for decision making.
Know the True Cost of Doing Business: Focusing on the full costs of programs ensures that funding decisions
are based on the true cost of providing a service.
Provide Transparency of Community Priorities: When budget decisions are based on a well-defined set of
community priorities, the government’s aims are not left open to interpretation.
Provide Transparency of Service Impact: In traditional budgets, it is often not entirely clear how funded
services make a real difference in the lives of citizens. Under priority-driven budgeting, the focus is on the
results the service produces for achieving community priorities
Demand Accountability for Results: Traditional budgets focus on financial accountability.
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The Return from PBB
Priority Based Budgeting’s return on investment is significant.
The return is three-fold:
1. Strategic
2. Financial
3. Service excellence

Strategic – The PBB process furthers strategic vison and goals by linking tangible
plans and actions through the corporate, business plan and budget process.
Financial – PBB provides mechanisms to reduce nonpriority services in times of fiscal
constraint avoiding “across the board cuts”. Conversely, it identifies which services
(programs) new resources should be allocated to, aligning strategic and operational
goals. Any financial gap can be overcome by using PBB.
“Financial return will be easily measurable and compounds”
Service excellence – Resources allocated to priorities enhances service excellence
in areas that matter most to residents - increase quality of life.
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Long Term Tax Strategy
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Long Term Tax Strategy - 3 Streams of Need
Tax Strategy
Stream

Capital
Plans

Operating
Plans

Restricted/
Unrestricted
Surplus
(reserves)

Tax Strategy
Drivers

1. Capital Renewal
2. Community Growth
3. Service
Enhancements

Tax Strategy Financial Drivers/Complicating Factors
•
•
•
•

Annual Maintenance
Refurbishment and Replacement
Service Growth
Community Wants and Needs

1. Municipal Services
2. Special Projects

•
•
•
•
•

Inflation
Growth
Legislation Changes
Resident wants and needs
Technology

1. Long Term Capital
Planning
2. Long Term
Operational Planning

•
•
•
•

Financial Sustainability
Operational Contingency
Asset Management
Risk Management
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Long
Term
Tax
Strategy

Bringing it all Together – Meet the Challenge
Population
Changes

• Understand the challenges! – Municipal Scan

Politics

Environment
/Climate
Resiliency

Capital
Growth /
Maintenance

Internal
Review
Specific to
Municipality

Community
Expectations

Technology

External Review

• Understand the financial state! – Forecast

• Understand the priorities! – PBB Framework

• Develop a long-term tax strategy!
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Social Needs
and Issues

Operating
Growth
/Inflation

Resource
Availability

Questions
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